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Introduction
 
Every school has its own story to tell. The context in which teaching and learning takes place influences the processes and procedures by

which the school makes decisions around curriculum, instruction, and assessment. The context also impacts the way a school stays faithful

to its vision. Many factors contribute to the overall narrative such as an identification of stakeholders, a description of stakeholder

engagement, the trends and issues affecting the school, and the kinds of programs and services that a school implements to support student

learning.

 

The purpose of the Executive Summary (ES) is to provide a school with an opportunity to describe in narrative form the strengths and

challenges it encounters. By doing so, the public and members of the school community will have a more complete picture of how the school

perceives itself and the process of self-reflection for continuous improvement. This summary is structured for the school to reflect on how it

provides teaching and learning on a day to day basis.
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Description of the School

 

 

 
Describe the school's size, community/communities, location, and changes it has experienced in the last three years. Include

demographic information about the students, staff, and community at large. What unique features and challenges are associated

with the community/communities the school serves? 
 
Desert Hills High School is a public school located in St. George, Utah.  DHHS is one of over 40 schools in the Washington County School

District, and is the sixth and newest high school in WCSD.  It was opened in the 2008-2009 school year, serving 10-12 grades with a

beginning student population of 723 students.  DHHS was built to handle the population growth in the Little Valley and Washington Fields

areas.  The land was given to the District by the BLM, so even thought the cost to build on the site was higher due to the excessive earth

work, it was still cheaper then buying a different site.  The campus was built as three buildings to save money due to the contour of the land.

That concept has been so successful it is being duplicated in new construction as well as at existing high schools. 

 

DHHS serves several communities.  Our school was named after the Desert Hills development located directly south of our campus.  It is a

newer development, begun in the last 10 years.  Bloomington Hills, located to the north of DHHS, is a well-established community  that was

started in the 1980's.  To the east of DHHS is the area of exploding growth, Little Valley.  When the school opened, this was a smaller

contributor to our population.  This area is now the home to a majority of our students, and new developments are popping up almost every

month.  Further east from Little Valley is Washington Fields.  One of two communities located outside of St. George city, Washington Fields

is another area of fast growth.  And finally, the town of Leeds is also in our school boundaries.  Geographically located closer to Hurricane,

Leeds students are bused the 20 miles from town to DHHS.  When the original boundaries were drawn, Leeds students were included in

DHHS to help fill the school.  It was determined at that time that since the kids were already being bused on the freeway, adding another 5

minutes to their ride to go to DHHS instead of Pine View High School would not significantly affect them.

 

In 2013, the estimated population of Leeds was 837, with 44 of our students coming from there.  The median income was $56,241, with a

median home value of $237,598.  The estimated population of Washington City was  23,360, with 273 of our students living there.  The

median income was $49,968, with a median home value of $209,194.  The estimated population of St. George was 76,817, with 981 of our

students coming from there.  The median income was $53,524, with a median home value of $220,100. 

 

St. George and the surrounding communities were hit especially hard by the housing crash in 2007-2008.  It has taken quite a while to see

any kind of recovery to the economic challenges that arose due to that event.  Some major industrial companies, such as Blue Bunny Ice

Cream, closed down their production centers and left the area.  However, there has been a continual flow of people coming into Washington

County and the area served by Desert Hills High School.  The growth continues today, with fast-paced construction happening in the Little

Valley area mentioned above as well as the opening of new developments close to the new St. George Airport and Arizona Strip, both of

which are in our school boundaries.

 

In just 7 years, DHHS has gone from being a brand new school to being the largest school in Washington County as well as having earned

state and national honors for excellence in academics, athletics, fine arts, and Career and Technical Education.  The explosive growth in our

area has led to the necessity of bonding for a new cone site.  Construction on a new middle school will begin in the Spring of 2016 and a new

high school and intermediate school in 2017.  Currently the school district plans to open the new high school in the 2019-2020 school year.

Plans for boundary changes are currently in development.

 

The demographics for DHHS as of Oct. 1, 2015 are as follows:
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Total Enrollment:  1318

Males enrolled:  672

Females enrolled:  646

Free/Reduced Lunch:  20.4%

Resource/Self-contained Students:  7.7%

ELL Students:  .4% (6 students)

Ethnicity

 Asian:  1.2%

 African American:  .6%

 Caucasian:  91.6%

 Hispanic:  3.9%

 Native American:  .8%

 Pacific Islander:  1.8%
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School's Purpose

 

 

 
Provide the school's purpose statement and ancillary content such as mission, vision, values, and/or beliefs. Describe how the

school embodies its purpose through its program offerings and expectations for students. 
 
Desert Hills High School's mission statement is: "Desert Hills High School is a community of lifelong learners held to high standards of

academic achievement, integrity, self-discipline, and personal responsibility."  As a community of lifelong learners, we as a faculty and staff

have developed shared purposes, norms, commitments, and a vision to prepare our students for the future. 

 

Student learning with a focus on the future is the fundamental principle behind all we do at Desert Hills High.  Teachers, faculty, and staff

share the common purpose of student learning which is at the heart of our culture and answers the "why?" behind our efforts and actions with

students.  To further this shared purpose, we as a faculty and staff at Desert Hills High School are committed to the following:

 

1. Making students and student learning the focus of our efforts.

2. Using the Professional Learning Communities framework to improve instruction and student     achievement in our classrooms.

3. Providing real-life application of learning standards and life skills required for post-high success. 

4. Involving parents in their students' education.   

 

With student learning as our driving purpose, the faculty and staff at Desert Hills work to create a student-centered experience in the

classroom, engaging students in higher order thinking and participation in the learning process.  These commitments and purposes have

allowed teachers to work within their departments to look at state core standards and create an agreed Guaranteed and Viable Curriculum

(GVC) as the "must haves" in our classroom.  The GVC is the guaranteed minimum proficiency and essential skills students will learn.  The

GVC answers the question "What do we want students to know?" Teachers then use a variety of Common Formative Assessments to

determine "How do we know if they are learning it (GVC)? This data then drives our intervention/extension efforts that teachers discuss in

their weekly department meetings using the Consolidated School Improvement Plan (CSIP) tool.

 

At the Tier 2 level of student learning, we have begun a "homeroom" period built into the school day twice a week.  Students attend

homeroom on Wednesdays and Thursdays each week.  During homeroom, students work on homework or obtain a homeroom pass to go to

any teacher and get specific help with learning, retake tests, etc.  As incentive, students who are caught up with assignments and have

acceptable attendance may be excused early from homeroom for a longer lunch.  Teachers report positive improvement in student

attendance and homework completion as students strive to earn the privilege of going to lunch 10-15 min. early.  Go figure. 

 

At the Tier 3 level of student learning we have implemented a "Mentoring Program" for students who need a more intense personal

intervention.  We have assigned adult staff members in the building not actively teaching to mentor up to two students.  They have weekly

face to face contact with them about their grades/learning/attendance as well as contact with their parents as necessary.   We currently have

18 mentors serving 24 at-risk students.  We hired an adult aide as an "Intervention Specialist" to manage the program.  Mentors include:

School Resource Officer, Librarian and Library Aides, ESL Aide, Administration, Administrative Assistants, and all Secretaries.  Our

mentoring program has reduced failing grades by 65%.  We meet weekly as mentors and along with school counselors discuss our students,

their progress, and how we as a team can help them in other ways.  Student learning is visibly the purpose here at DHHS when you see

secretaries, library aids, SRO, and Administration put aside tasks and meet with students about their grades and attendance.  We also ask

how they doing and develop relationships that help them be successful academically.  This program embodies our shared school purpose of

student learning at Desert Hills High. 
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Desert Hills High has adopted the value statement of "Respect, Responsibility, and Integrity" through our Positive Behavior Intervention and

Supports program (PBIS).  This is the behavior expectation of our students, faculty and staff.   We communicate that expectation of Respect,

Responsibility, and Integrity through our buildings and classrooms and with our motto of "Thunder Family".  We believe in treating one

another like family, and we do that by showing Respect, Responsibility and Integrity.  Our successful PBIS program promotes and rewards

students and faculty who show exemplary Respect, Responsibility, and Integrity through reward cards used by over 75% of teachers and

staff.  Students take their RRI reward card to the library where a QR code is scanned and a website pops up (created by our IT students) that

shows the students' random prize! 

 

Our Tier 2 PBIS character ed. program "School of Life" is how we teach Respect, Responsibility, Integrity to those who need a more focused

positive behavior intervention.  It is successfully used as an intervention for attendance or behavior issues and is a positive alternative to

suspension.  School of Life has also been used with seniors not on line to graduate, Youth in Custody students, and student leadership.  The

School of Life program started here at DHHS 5 years ago and has now spread to 11 area schools.  School of Life data shows that students

who complete this program have an average GPA increase of 12%, happiness and character attributes increase of 94% according to a

student before/after survey, and 88% of off-track senior students who complete School of Life also earn a diploma.  These programs clearly

embody our value statement of Respect, Responsibility, and Integrity.   
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Notable Achievements and Areas of Improvement

 

 

 
Describe the school's notable achievements and areas of improvement in the last three years.  Additionally, describe areas for

improvement that the school is striving to achieve in the next three years. 
 
The faculty and staff at DHHS continually strive to improve instruction and provide meaningful educational opportunities for all students. The

past three years have seen some notable achievements including the implementation of a Positive Behavior Intervention System, a

commitment to expanding our Concurrent Enrollment options for students, and increased college choices for graduating seniors.   In addition

the school and students have been recognized statewide and nationally for achievement in academics, fine arts, CTE, and athletics.

 

Academic and Behavior Accomplishments

Positive Behavior Intervention System is a program designed to recognize and reward positive student behavior in the classroom. The

program is implemented on a school wide basis and uses a school theme to teach and recognize positive behaviors from students. The

program was started in 2013 with a grant from the Utah State Office of Education.  A school committee was put together which included the

vice Principal and all department chairs. This committee created the school wide theme of  Respect, Responsibility, and Integrity.  This

theme is used in all aspects of the school culture including academics, discipline and extracurricular activities.  Every classroom and the main

commons area of the school has the theme posted as a reminder.

 

Teachers are given student recognition cards to be used in class to recognize and reward positive behaviors for all students to see. A

teacher can use the cards in a variety of ways including when a student is seen helping others, being respect to others, completing

assignments early, volunteering to serve, etc.  These cards can then be taken to the library and redeemed for a small prize such as candy or

a small gift card.  Every time a student redeems a card they are entered for a larger monthly drawing. At the end of each school year two

seniors are selected to receive a cash scholarship from the PBIS program.

 

In addition the administration uses the theme to deal with discipline issues. Every time a student is referred for an In School Suspension they

must write a short essay about Respect, Responsibility and Integrity. The essay must outline how the student will use this theme to avoid

being disciplined in the future. The vice principal keeps these essays and will refer to them later if needed. 

 

The program has shown many positive effects on the school culture. In the last school year (2014-2015) 1227 cards were given out to

students for positive behavior recognition. Office referrals for in class discipline have dropped in the last three years. 

 

An additional piece of this positive behavior program has been the School of Life series.  This once a week seminar is geared toward

students with habitual attendance, behavior or academic issues.  It really focuses on students understanding who they are and how to be

successful in life.  Some of the effects of School of Life attendance include:

averaging 6% increase in overall GPA for those who attended School of Life

24% increase in character attributes after School of Life via student survey before and after. 

100% of Seniors off track to graduate for credits who attended School of Life class (11 total) completed graduation requirements and earned

their diploma. 

 

The PBIS program has changed the behavior culture of the school and had a notable impact on students and teachers.

 

College and career readiness has been a recent focus in education and Concurrent Enrollment provides a way to help students be college
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ready by taking college level classes, and career ready by providing opportunities to graduate early and get work experience. Concurrent

Enrollment has been an area of achievement for DHHS.  In the last three years the course offerings have been improved and enhanced.

The current goal is to offer enough Concurrent Enrollment classes at DHHS for our students to have the credit needed for an Associates

Degree when the graduate. The school district has a strong and positive relationship with Dixie State University for providing the credit and

course offerings. Each DHHS teacher that teaches a Concurrent Enrollment course must go through a basic hiring process with DSU and

becomes an adjunct faculty member of the university.

 

Each year in the past three years we have added new CE options for students. In the 2012-2013 school year we offered 6 CE classes on

campus. The next year we offered 7.  Last year (2014-2015) the offerings increased to 9  and for the current school year maintained 9

classes.  The current courses offered include: Music 1010, Education 1010, Auto, Screen Printing, English 1010, Financial Literacy 1750,

Medical Terminology, Math 1050, and Physics.   Each of these classes is taught on the DHHS campus by DHHS faculty members.

 

In addition to concurrent enrollment the DHHS faculty and administration has striven to ensure that each student that graduates will be

college ready. Tools that have been used to ensure this readiness range from the use of the PLC model, to adoption and implementation of

the Common Core, to school wide opportunities to hear from college recruiters on campus.

 

Tracking how many of our students attend college can be difficult, but one indicator that has been used at DHHS is scholarship offers for

seniors.  The school began tracking this information at the end of the 2011 school year. The hope was to see an increase in the amount of

offers and the number of students receiving scholarship offers.  

Teachers, counselors and administrators encouraged students and parents to report scholarship offers to the school.   For the 2011

graduating class the school recorded scholarship offers totaling $134,200. That total came from only 16 students.  For the next year the

reporting system became more streamlined and promoted and the school collected a lot more information. The 2012 offers were awarded to

121 different students for a total of $1,510,515!

 

In 2013, 164 students were offered a total of $2,423,586 in scholarships.  In 2014 176 students were offered a total of $4,437,587 and in

2015, 192 students were offered a total of $6,432,639 in scholarship offers.  

 

This continual growth in the amount of scholarships and the number of students receiving scholarships has demonstrated that students from

DHHS are college ready. The DHHS faculty and staff are committed to continuing the work of ensuring students are college and career ready

when the graduate from Desert Hills.

 

Each year the US News & World Report does a review and ranking of all schools in the country. This review looks at indicators that include

student/teacher ratio, college readiness, and test data for math and science.  In 2013 Desert Hills High achieved a Silver Ranking and was

recognized nationally for its achievement in academics. In addition Desert Hills was ranked in the top 10 high schools for the state of Utah.

 

Also in 2014, the Washington County School District was recognized the by the College Board as an AP Honor Roll district. This recognition

is based on 3 years of AP Test Data and focuses on increased participation, increased pass rates for minorities, and increased pass rates in

general.  Desert Hills offers numerous AP classes and the data shows an increase in our school participation of AP classes and the pass rate

during the same 3 year period.

 

Fine Arts

In addition to academics, many students in the fine arts have been recognized for the accomplishments.  Each year DHHS has placed

students in the audition only Utah All State band and orchestra.  in the 2014-2015 school year 9 orchestra students were accepted, more

than any other school south of Provo.  In addition the band, orchestra, and choir programs have qualified for their respective state festivals
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on a consistent basis. The DHHS Theater program put on the State Champion One Act play in 2013, and had the 2nd place State One Act

play in 2014.  Each year multiple art students have work selected to be displayed in local and statewide galleries, and many of received state

award recognition.

 

Career and Technical Education

The Desert Hills CTE department has also demonstrated high levels of achievement and success. In addition to the many state certifications

earned each year, DHHS students have competed and won at the state and national level. Desert Hills has had a national winner in the

areas of photography, advertising design, and FCCLA.  Over 10 students from the computer programming area have placed in the state

competitions in the past 4 years. The computer programming teacher has been certified by Microsoft which allows DHHS to be identified as a

Microsoft Academy. In addition, 12 students from DHHS have been state champions in various graphic design areas including screen

printing, t-shirt design, job skills demonstration and pin design.

 

 

Athletics

The Desert Hills faculty and staff are very focused on achievement in the classroom and learning for all. This philosophy also carries over to

the school athletic teams.  Teaching skills and citizenship are an essential part of team participation at Desert Hills and coaches frame

athletics as an extension of the classroom.  This attitude and commitment has lead to many achievements in regards to athletics. Desert Hills

has been the recipient of the All Sports Award for 5 years in a row.  This award is presented by the Deseret News, a state wide newspaper.

Each school accumulates points based on performance in playoff situations. The farther a team goes into the postseason, the more points

the school accumulates. Winning this award for 5 years in a row demonstrates the ability of coaches to teach quality skills and

sportsmanship.

 

The All Sports award is a school wide recognition, but many of the individual  teams at Desert Hills have excelled.  In 2014 DHHS broke the

state record for accumulating more points than any other school in any classification since the award was created.

 

Since 2012 DHHS teams have won 14 state championships and 8 state 2nd place trophies. The school has also won 27 region 1st place

trophies. Sports with a state championship have included cross country, football, boys and girls swimming, boys cross country, boys track,

girls golf, and girls basketball.  The girls golf team has created a dynasty and has won the state championship 5 years in row.  The boys

cross country team has been ranked in the top 15 in the nation.

 

Success on the field is connected to success in the classroom and as a school, Desert Hills is demonstrating that a school can have a strong

academic program, strong honors, CTE,  and fine arts programs and a strong athletics program. 

 

In all areas the Desert Hills faculty and staff are committed to making students and student learning the focus of all efforts. This focus and

commitment is demonstrated through the school's academic, athletic, and elective success.  Desert Hills students are receiving the

opportunities and the education needed to be prepared for college and a career.
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Additional Information 

 

 

 
Provide any additional information you would like to share with the public and community that were not prompted in the previous

sections. 
 
none 
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